
BEST REGIONAL
ASIA-PACIFIC IR

AUTHENTIC
LUXE LIVING

N O M I N AT I O N

In the heart of Asia’s bustling entertainment landscape, Solaire Resort emerges

not just as an oasis of luxury, but as an epitome of visionary innovation

and enthralling experiences. As we stake our claim for the title of the Best

Regional Asia-Pacific Integrated Resort, we welcome you to delve into what truly

distinguishes Solaire Resort in a league of its own.

• With 800 rooms across two  

luxurious towers

• Genuine warmth and premium 

amenities, from the grandest suite 

to the coziest nook

• Tailored experiences to remember,    

cherish and surprise



CULINARY

BRILLIANCE

ENTERTAINMENT

SPECTRUM

GAMING LIKE

NOWHERE ELSE

• A feast for the senses at every Solaire  

 signature restaurant

• 15 distinct dining options serving Chinese, 

Italian, Japanese, Korean, Filipino, and other   

world-renowned culinary specialties

• Also boasts of an extensive collection of  

wines, spirits, and cigars, as well as gourmet 

baked creations

• Not just serving meals, but narrating stories

• Global cuisines blended with a distinctly 

Solaire signature

• Stages come alive with  

world-renowned acts and stellar 

local performances

• Promises not just shows,  

but memories

• Brought in acts like Hamilton, The 

Lion King, Les Miserables, and more

• A symphony of thrill and class

• Every game is a new chapter  

of excitement

• Elite refinement with  

a commitment to the highest 

gaming experience



HOLISTIC WELLNESS 
RETREAT

UNRIVALED
FILIPINO ESSENCE

PURSUIT OF
PERFECTION

• Wellness sanctuaries that are 

soulfully Filipino at heart

• Assures not just physical  

refreshment,  but also a spiritual 

connection

• Exudes the Filipino spirit of  

“Malasakit” — a profound empathy    

and care

• From local art to heartfelt  

service, we don’t just offer Filipino  

hospitality — we define it

• Forbes Travel Guide and  

TripAdvisor  multiple awardee

• Over 80% gross gaming revenue   

(GGR) rebound post-pandemic

• Over 4 million total visitors in 2022

• A relentless pursuit of exceeding 

our benchmarks sets us apart



• Seamlessly blends world-class opulence with Filipino hospitality

• Not just a choice, but the choice for the ultimate in luxury

CONCLUSION

FACT SHEET

Number of rooms 800 Gaming space size 30,200 sqm

Number of restaurants and bars 15 Number of tables 402

Number of cuisines 10+ Number of slots 2,357

Number of Forbes 5-Star Awards 7 in a row Number of ETGs 200

Number of seats at The Theatre 1,740 Total visitors in 2022 4 million+

Number of retail shops 41 Meeting facilities size 1,097 sqm


